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The potential use of biological knowledge for nefarious pur-
poses has attracted significant concern. The field of microbi-

ology has come under particular scrutiny because some microbes
and toxins are potential agents for bioterrorism and biological
warfare. In 2005, the U.S. government established the National
Science Advisory Board for Biosecurity (NSABB) to address issues
related to biosecurity and dual-use research (http://osp.od.nih
.gov/office-biotechnology-activities/biosecurity/nsabb). Over the
past decade, the NSABB has considered several topics, including
defining the boundary between research that requires no special
oversight and research that could be misapplied, which is known
as dual-use research of concern (DURC). One of the major ac-
complishments of the NSABB was to draft a definition for DURC
as “life sciences research that, based on current understanding,
can be reasonably anticipated to provide knowledge, information,
products, or technologies that could be directly misapplied to pose
a significant threat with broad potential consequences to public
health and safety, agricultural crops and other plants, animals, the
environment, materiel, or national security.” In addition to defin-
ing the type of research that should elicit heightened concern, the
NSABB recommended that research be examined for DURC po-
tential throughout its life span, from experimental conception to
final dissemination of the results (http://osp.od.nih.gov/sites
/default/files/resources/Framework%20for%20transmittal
%20duplex%209-10-07.pdf) and developed tools for communi-
cating findings that meet the definition (http://osp.od.nih.gov/
sites/default/files/resources/Communication_Tools%20_Dual
_Use_Potential.pdf). Furthermore, the NSABB sought to estab-
lish a culture of responsibility to mitigate risks associated with
DURC that extended through the entire scientific enterprise and
included journals and editors. In 2007, the American Society for
Microbiology (ASM) responded to the NSABB directives by in-
troducing a questionnaire in the manuscript referee review form
used by its journals that asked reviewers to provide an assessment
about whether the work involved experiments of concern.

Since the winter of 2012, the discipline of microbiology, and
the field of virology in particular, has been convulsed by contro-
versy about so-called “gain-of-function” (GOF) research, which
involves an intense debate about the value of experimental work
that imparts new properties such as increased host range, in-
creased virulence, changes in transmissibility, and drug resistance
to pathogens with pandemic potential, such as highly pathogenic
avian influenza viruses (HPAIV) (1). This controversy began in
2011 with the submission of papers describing experiments in-
volving the serial passage of H5N1 avian influenza virus in ferrets,
which led to the selection of variants with capacity for ferret-to-

ferret transmission. Four years later, a fierce debate continues with
no end in sight about the value of information gained relative to
the risks of conducting such work. Although the initial debate on
GOF experiments was focused on biosecurity, the concerns have
evolved to primarily encompass the area of biosafety. Experiments
that increase host range, virulence, transmissibility, drug resis-
tance, or some combination of these properties for dangerous
microbes are thought by most to be DURC and have elicited con-
siderable attention from journal editors, mainstream media, and
the public.

The GOF debate has sensitized the microbiology community
to the need for assessing manuscripts from the standpoint of bio-
security and biosafety in addition to the quality of the scientific
work. A recent study of 127 editors in chief revealed that the ma-
jority agreed that it was important to consider biosecurity issues
during manuscript review, but only a small minority had biosecu-
rity experience (2). Furthermore, no editor had refused to publish
a manuscript based on biosecurity grounds alone, and the study
concluded that there was a need to develop standards for the re-
view and publication of DURC (2). Indeed, we are aware of only
one example of a journal allowing redaction of information based
on biosecurity concerns (3, 4).

Some ASM journals have published papers that include poten-
tial DURC, and the ASM Journals Board has developed a process
for evaluating such manuscripts prior to publication. We note that
ASM publications, and in particular the Journal of Virology, were
recently criticized for publishing a paper describing the adapta-
tion of H7N1 HPAIV for transmission in ferrets without loss of
virulence (5–7). Consequently, we provide here a description of
the process used by ASM to evaluate manuscripts with potential
DURC content. Our goal is to make the process transparent and
illustrate the limitations of the current DURC framework. Given
that very little has been published on how journals evaluate
DURC-related manuscripts, we also hope that the description of
the process provided here might be helpful to other journals.

DURC review at ASM journals. After the 2011-2012 GOF con-
troversy involving the H5N1 papers, the ASM instituted an ad hoc
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process of reviewing manuscripts with potential DURC content.
Since that time, the process of reviewing manuscripts containing
possible DURC has evolved into a formal process involving three
distinct phases: screening, discussion, and decision (Fig. 1). The
screening phase is designed to be rapid and unobtrusive while at
the same time identifying manuscripts that require discussion.
Screening begins with author-declared information in the sub-
mission cover letter, which can alert journal editors and reviewers
to the need to consider biosafety and biosecurity issues in evalu-
ating the work. After the manuscript arrives at ASM, the editorial
staff screens the manuscript to determine whether the research
involves one of the microbes or toxins listed in the Select Agents
and Toxins List (SATL; http://www.selectagents.gov/SelectAgent-
sandToxinsList.html). If so, the manuscript receives special scru-
tiny. Submissions to the Journal of Virology are also screened for
key phrases and wording that suggest DURC, such as “increased
pathogenesis or virulence,” “increased transmission,” “escape
from antibody,” “cross-species transmission,” and the type of
work that has been associated with GOF experiments with
HPAIV. Editors and reviewers enter the process when they evalu-
ate the manuscript, with the latter being asked to specifically com-
ment on DURC-related issues as part of the review process regard-
less of whether the content includes a microbe or toxin on the
SATL or any of the targeted keywords. If anyone in the screening
process identifies a DURC-related issue, the manuscript is re-
ferred to the editor in chief and chair of the Journals Board, for
additional review. If no DURC-related issues are apparent, the
manuscript proceeds to publication. However, if there is concern
about DURC, the manuscript enters the discussion phase and is
referred to the ASM Responsible Publication Committee (ARPC),
which is composed of the five authors of this paper. When the
paper under discussion comes from an ASM journal other than
the Journal of Virology, mBio, and mSphere, which are represented
on the ARPC by their editors in chief, that journal’s editor in chief
serves as an ad hoc member of the committee. Members of the
ARPC read the manuscript and generally confer initially by
e-mail, which may progress to a teleconference if there are issues
that require more in-depth discussion. At that point, the ARPC
may solicit outside advice, including reaching out to the National
Institutes of Health Office of Biotechnology Activities, the funding
agency, the authors of the paper, or biosafety officers at the insti-

tution at which the research was conducted. Following evaluation
by the ARPC, the manuscript moves to the decision phase with
one of four possible outcomes: accept, reject, redact, or publish
with an accompanying editorial explaining the decision to pub-
lish, describing the evaluation process, noting the biosafety and
biosecurity risk mitigation in place, and highlighting the benefits
of the research. Decisions of the ARPC do not require a unani-
mous vote. No paper has yet been redacted or rejected by the
ARPC, although several have been published with accompanying
editorials (6–10). Editorials explaining the decision to publish and
the potential benefits of the research were advocated by the
NSABB as a mechanism for enhanced communication with the
public and also have been used by other journals publishing
DURC-related papers (3, 11).

Limitations of DURC review. Current manuscript review pro-
cedures are based on the NSABB DURC definition and on the
SATL, both of which introduce significant limitations into the
process. Although the NSABB DURC definition was a major step
forward in establishing a mechanism for identifying research
about which we ought to be most concerned, the DURC definition
also requires a judgment call about whether such research can be
“directly misapplied.” Making this judgment requires a risk as-
sessment for which reviewers and editors may not be prepared
unless they have had training in biosecurity and access to infor-
mation about possible threats, which is unlikely, since such infor-
mation is probably classified. Hence, a proper DURC assessment
of the type envisioned by the NSABB is simply not possible at the
journal level. This difficulty in making DURC assessments has led
us to call for the establishment of a national board to help the
scientific community assess DURC-related studies (12). Very few
journals have editors who are experienced with DURC-related
issues (2), and until such expertise is available, it will be difficult, if
not impossible, to carry out the type of analysis envisioned by the
NSABB. The ASM is fortunate to have some expertise in house,
since three of the five members of the ARPC served on the NSABB
and were intimately involved in drafting of DURC-related docu-
ments. However, other journals may not have access to this type of
experience, and a national board to help with DURC review would
meet that need (12). The reliance on the SATL employs a simple
screening mechanism that allows journals to focus primarily on
microbes and toxins deemed of greatest concern. However, it was

FIG 1 Scheme of the review process used by ASM journals for manuscripts containing DURC.
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noted previously that development of lists is a mechanism with the
potential for increasing societal vulnerability by focusing atten-
tion on some microbes while ignoring others (13). In fact, the
reliance on the SATL for screening manuscripts runs counter to
the spirit of the DURC framework generated by the NSABB,
which was not microbe specific. Therefore, screening on the basis of
the SATL can miss papers that potentially meet the DURC criteria if
these involve organisms that are not usually considered potential bi-
ological weapons. For example, a paper describing the enhancement
of stress tolerance and virulence in an entomopathogenic fungus by
metabolic engineering of dihydroxynaphthalene melanin biosynthe-
sis genes, which was published in Applied and Environmental Micro-
biology (14), would not receive DURC review, since this organism is
not on the SATL. Similarly, a study demonstrating that selection of
entomopathogenic fungi capable of surviving at higher temperatures
enhances virulence by defeating insect-induced fevers, published in
BMC Biotechnology (15), would not attract attention unless someone
was aware that the same approach would also defeat the enormous
protection conferred by physiological temperatures in humans,
which effectively restrict the growth of most potential fungal patho-
gens (16). To be clear, there is no evidence that the experiments re-
ported in these papers pose any hazards. These examples are provided
here solely to illustrate the limitations of list-based screens. Another
consideration for editors who handle DURC-related papers is that
rejection could simply result in submission to another journal that
lacks DURC review protocols. Although the ARPC has not faced this
situation, one can conceive of scenarios in which there would be re-
luctance by some journals to reject a paper containing worrisome
DURC-related information. Clearly, there are important unresolved
issues in the review of DURC-related papers, which is an area for
continued attention by scientists, journals, and government agencies.

The horizon beyond DURC. By the time a paper containing
DURC-related content arrives on the desk of a journal editor, it
comes at the very end of the oversight process envisioned by the
NSABB. As such, the oversight process does not work well due to
intrinsic limitations on the DURC formulation and the lack of
appropriate expertise of journal editorial staff to evaluate this ma-
terial. The NSABB cannot be faulted, however, for not anticipat-
ing the practical issues involved in evaluating DURC: it took a
real-life example, the H5N1 ferret transmission controversy, to
expose these issues. Two of us have argued for an approach to
DURC-related research that focuses less on creating a filter for the
evaluation of such research and more on prestudy development of
consensus about the importance of the questions being asked and
appropriate mitigation of any risks associated with the research
(17). In fact, based on the experience and controversies involving
the publication of GOF research in recent years, by the time such
a paper gets to a journal, it is probably too late to prevent publi-
cation. In addition to the weaknesses described herein, in many
cases the research has already been made public through confer-
ence presentations. Instead, a process that vets the work from
inception to funding and envisions a publication plan based on
answering important scientific questions with oversight provided
by a national advisory board would be superior to the current
approach to screening DURC-related manuscripts at the journal
level. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that many manuscripts re-
porting DURC involving HPAIV and other microbes and toxins

on the SATL originate from outside the United States, where
NSABB recommendations do not apply. Since biosecurity and
biosafety concerns with pathogens of pandemic potential could
affect all of humanity, it is important to continue efforts to in-
crease international awareness and understanding of these com-
plex issues.
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